U N I VER SA L A N D C OR N ER PR OFIL E S

CORNER PROFILE

WALL

Exceptionally simple assembly and high quality
makes WALL a frequently chosen product. The
modular design streamlines the installation of the
light source at the edges of walls, floors, etc.

Simply brighter.
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Silver profile

Adjustable end caps

Hidden screws
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LA

―

WALL

PRISM

INTERNAL

OVERLAPPED

LAP

The LA profile is intended to be installed in corners
where two surfaces come together. It works
perfectly for decoration purposes and can be
mounted under cabinets, foot of the walls and
ceilings.

COMBO

LA

STEPLINE

CORNER PROFILE

DUO LED UNI

STREAMLINE
DUO

Profile colours:

Made of aluminium
―

Available in silver colour
―

Optional step riser’s illumination

―

LED row mark

―

Profile colours:

LED lighting
Linear LED lighting
(no LED points visible)

UNIVERSAL PROFILE

LAP
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Available with LumiTEC light source
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No mounting screws visible
Available with CROSSLINE cable cover
Profile colours:
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Adjustable end caps for easier
installation

A straight profile made from aluminum. It is
intended to be installed on such surfaces as floors,
walls, furniture, etc.
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standard

N/A - not applicable

optional

UNIVERSAL PROFILE

PRISM

Available
control systems

The PRISM universal profile is designed for
illuminating on ceiling or floor surfaces without the
need of surface chamfering.

Interface:
Smartphone:

Step nosing LED profiles

DALI, KNX, DMX
iOS, Android, Windows

Profile colours:
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Simply brighter.

Lighting systems for cinemas,
theatres, HORECA sector and more

ver. 3.2

HIGH QUA L ITY L IGHTIN G S YS TE MS MA N UFA CTUR E R
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Cinema
LED profile
system

STAIR PROFILE

Our LED and LumiTEC lighting
profile systems are ideal for
use in low light areas such as
cinemas, theatres and other
public spaces to guide visitors
and provide added safety.
Durable and extremely energy
efficient, they can intensify the
appearance and atmosphere of
any space.

7mm

STREAMLINE DUO

COMBO

Our newest profile is now
streamlined with: the antislip insert available in various
colours, optional dual linear LED
illumination, customized row
mark, adjustable end caps and
invisible screw holes.

The COMBO profile has special
cracks that enable you to run
a carpet under the profile. The
anti-slip insert is extremely
durable.

PATENTED

Profile colours:

Profile colours:

STAIR PROFILE

STAIR PROFILE

7mm

N EW

DUO LED UNI

OVERLAPPED

The UNIversal aluminum stair
profile with dual LED illumination
is our best seller. The profile
provides a continuous aestetic
strip of light in a single colour or
RGB colour spectrum.

An easy to install universal
profile that possesses an
anti-slip property and provides an
aesthetic strip of light.

CABLE COVER SYSTEM

Available with DUO LED UNI and STEPLINE stair
profiles.

P A TE N TE D

Profile colours:

Profile colours:

The world’s first cable cover system with
LED lighting. A robust, metal cover protects
the wires from damage, laying them on the
surface of the steps without any milling.
The optional illumination effect adds the
„wow-factor” to the space.

P AT E N TE D

STAIR PROFILE

STAIR PROFILE

7mm

STAIR PROFILE

STEPLINE

INTERNAL

Our classic universal anti-slip
profile that can be enhanced
with illuminated markings, such
as digits, letters, or other custom
symbols. The profile quarantees
a quality linear lighting effect and
full illumination control.

The INTERNAL stair profile is
specially designed for stairs
with ceramic tiles and provides
a
continuous,
extremely
energy-efficient, aesthetic strip of
light.
Profile colours:
Profile colours:

F OR MORE INF ORMAT ION
V ISIT OU R WEBSIT E
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CINEMA LED PROF ILE SYST EM
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